
 

Disco DSP Discovery Pro Nord Lead 5 4 VSTi NORD RACK EDITION

disco dsp discovery pro 6 is a complete suite of dsp plug-ins for all the pro recording and mixing needs of today’s
recording engineers.disco dsp discovery pro 6 is the next generation of the discovery platform, featuring an elegant
interface and a new, 3-band per track eq. discover the only true vsti dsp pack for the nord lead 5! sebastian vogel
(big fish audio) disco dsp is the most powerful and flexible dsp plug-in collection for the nord lead 5. the nord dsp

discovery platform is the only complete and truly versatile dsp solution for all the pro recording and mixing needs of
today’s recording engineers. andrew baillie (ableton) ableton live 9 is already the most capable daw for the music

production process, but to take your productions to the next level, you need to integrate hardware and software in a
powerful way. dsp discovery pro is the best vst for the nord lead 5. andrew houser (filter forge) the nord lead 5 is a
great piece of hardware that sounds great and plays really nicely with dsp. i’ve used their nord lead 3 before, and

i’ve had a lot of fun using it. the nord discovery dsps are all designed with quality dsps in mind, and the nord lead 5 is
certainly no exception. disco dsp is a complete suite of dsp plug-ins for all the pro recording and mixing needs of

today’s recording engineers. disco dsp has been designed to be the ultimate tool for tweaking and enhancing your
productions in a way that can only be achieved through software processing. disco dsp features highly intuitive plug-
in interfaces, a streamlined workflow and a broad feature set. discover the only true vsti dsp pack for the nord lead

5!
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Disco DSP Discovery Pro Nord Lead 5 4 VSTi NORD RACK EDITION

the nord rack edition is the perfect partner to the disco dsp lead 4, due to the same user interface, the same feature
set and at the same time a simple and easy way of adding presets and plugins to your dsp. lead 5 is a full featured
virtual instrument offering a full digital studio in a one rack sized package with a sophisticated musical palette. this
version has all of the features of the lead 5 but is equipped with a nord rack compatible hardware rack, midi output,

and full assignment of controls from the rack panel. it is the perfect size and powerful enough for advanced
production workflows. sonic core, in collaboration with line 6, announces the nord lead 5, an innovative lead guitar
pedal for players looking for the ultimate in true bypass, transparent and versatile dsp. the nord lead 5 is built with

the same legendary sound and musical versatility as its predecessor, the lead 4. like the lead 4, the lead 5 gives you
creative control over your tone and is equipped with a comprehensive set of features that make it a true all-in-one
guitar/amp solution. with the nord rack app, you can download virtually unlimited guitar and bass loops and effects
from the world’s most popular guitar and bass pedals, including the legendary line 6 effect library, the stompbox
effects library and the comprehensive effects section of the nord drums app. use the app’s arpeggiator to create

your own custom presets and sequence your favorite chords. the nord player app is a free companion app for ios and
android devices that brings nord’s instrument-centric approach to your mobile device. the app is packed with

features to help you navigate through your collection and play your favorite instruments on your phone or tablet. the
app provides an intuitive touch screen interface with a clean and simple look. with a click of a button you can quickly

search and play your favorite sounds. the app also features multiple output options, including headphone and
speaker output, midi out and cv output, as well as easy access to the nord rack app, allowing you to download and

manage your gear. 5ec8ef588b
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